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Notice

We will be continuing with 
our current online learning 
programme for the start of 
Semester Two as per the 

recent Ministry of Education 
announcement until 
July 16th 2021.

For any enquiries, please 
email enquiry@tphs.edu.my

Three years have gone by in a flash; I cannot believe the day 
has come where I have to depart from Sarawak, a place that 
has become a very part of me. When I was asked to write a 
few reflections on my time here, it will be forever happy 
memories that float to the front of my mind. The costumed & 
themed student-led assemblies from the old campus showing 
the cultures of Sarawak; the teacher dunking at the launch of 
the new campus; the friendship and collegiality of my 
colleagues whilst celebrating a significant birthday here; the 
warmth of the locals in town, who took me under their wing 
and showed me another view of Sarawak (mainly 
underwater!) All of these creating long-lasting indents in my 
heart.  

When I was first approached to apply for the post of Principal at TPH, I was living in the 
middle of Mumbai, a city that is busy, crowded and never sleeps. I was lured by the call 
of nature, the rainforests and the greenery and I remember my very first visit to the old 
campus, where the smell of fresh cut grass was in my senses. I knew from that 
moment that I would love to live & work here. 

When I was appointed to the position & I told my 
family and friends I was moving to Sarawak, many 
people did not know where that was; many people 
did not know that a part of Malaysia is on the 
island of Borneo, and moreover, if they did, they 
said such things as: “what will you do there in the 
jungle”? The usual misunderstandings came to the 
fore, of living in treehouses, having monkeys for 
pets and travelling on long boats. I soon decided 
that explaining how modern Kuching actually was, 
with numerous restaurants from every part of the 
wor ld , fancy shopping mal ls and p lush 
accommodation (with better water, electricity and 

even internet supply, than where I come from in Wales) was actually an almost 
impossible task, and so gradually I stopped trying to correct these misperceptions. 
Instead I shared images of the beautiful people & the fascinating locations in and 
around the city, alongside pictures and news of our school successes to my friends 
around the world.  

Ms Julie 
Executive Principal
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When I explained the project of moving an established school, with its staff, its property 
and its long-held values, into a newly designed building, with a new ownership, certain 
established principals told me I had bitten off more than I could chew. But, always one for 
a challenge, I said I was going to give it my best shot. To fulfil this dream, and to bring it to 
fruition is something I ALWAYS thought I could achieve, and in doing so, I have learnt so 
much about what it takes to drive such a project. From endless planning meetings with 
CMS, HELP & Ibraco teams, to site visits (half a week roughly spent on each campus); 
coordinating the furniture to move across, to purchasing furniture to come in specially for 
the new facilities; seeing the trees dropped into the courtyard, to seeing them now 
flourishing; to planning the new logo design and discussing the values, the mission & the 
vision of the school, taking the best of the old and incorporating the ideals of the new – all 
of this took the work of many, many people. None of what has been achieved today, could 
have happened if it had not been a massive team effort. It took long days and sometimes 
longer nights, stamina, grit and determination combined with a long-term vision of 
bringing the very best education to the families of Sarawak. In every single decision and 
action, the children were ALWAYS first in the planning and talking; the leadership teams 
above, below and around me, had to believe in my ‘academic dream’ too, so unless they 
were convinced, we never launched a project unless it would be successful. 

An embedded vision, combined with personal conviction, strong values and a steadfast aim, has got us where we are 
today. It may be that our time in campus has been much less that I had ever envisaged. None of us could have 
predicted the Covid-19 pandemic that we are still living through even now. But, it is my firm belief that out of this 
challenging situation, we have still achieved things that previously we might have thought impossible. For example, 
even via zoom, we achieved the IPC Accredited Status; even via online meetings, we have been trained as Apple 
educators & we have been able to launch our Apple 1:1 programme. 
  
We have embedded an outstanding pastoral team, who put the care and welfare of the students at the heart of what 
we do and we have raised academic standards by restructuring our leadership teams in every section. All this, to fulfil 
the promises that we made to the parents and community of the school several years ago. 

It is always a pleasure to meet with parents around the town. You always take time 
to stop and speak and I have been honored by the lovely comments I have 
received from many of you over the past few months. 

The pupils are the most delightful that I have ever worked with. Their joy of learning 
is contagious and their love of animals and nature is shown through their awe and 
wonder for the bugs, birds, beasties & butterflies that come through our campus. I 
remember sitting on the floor in the old campus looking with the Kindy for 
caterpillars and lizards; here we rescue exotic birds that take shelter in the Kindy 
corridors. 

We are working hard to become an Eco School and we are keen to for the school 
to hold even more awards in the future. I know that the foundations in place today 

are there for it to move up to another level under a new leader. 

 I am grateful to have been given the opportunity to start this chapter of the school’s history and I wish to thank all the 
teachers and the administration teams both past and present for their dedicated service to the wonderful school that I 
have had the honor to lead as Executive Principal.  

Ms Julie
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Student  
Learning Support

“A child is like a butterfly in the wind. Some can fly higher than others, but each 
one flies the best it can.  Why compare one against the other? Each one is 
different, each one is special and each one is beautiful.”  
  
I am Ms. Kiran, the Learning Support Teacher. I work across the whole school to 
support learners with specific needs. Learning Support is all about supporting 
the child in various approaches that stimulates the brain for learning. There is a 
Learning Support Room (B22.5) in the school, where some learners are being  
supported based on their higher learning needs.  However, most learners are 
supported in the classroom setting. Learning support is not limited to learners 
with Learning Difference but it is for all learners that struggles with learning.    
  
Due to the pandemic, students are not able to return to school and are stuck at 
home for online learning. It is indeed a challenging situation for many young 
learners to adapt and stay motivated to learn. Here are some tips that may 
help.  
   

1. Fixed morning routine 
When children go to school, they have a strict wakeup time and morning routine. Therefore, a strict 
morning routine such as waking up with an alarm clock, shower, teeth brushing and dressing up is more 
important than ever now that your child is participating in distance learning. This also helps the child to 
have a smoother transition when we are back to campus for learning.  

2.Create a learning space 
Creating a learning-centred space for your child will not only help enforce your at-home school routine, 
but it will help your child focus and create a sense of normalcy while they are adjusting to this new way 
of learning. The learning space has to be distraction free space such as a proper study desk with 
appropriate chair, possibly no toys in the learning space, searching to be facing away from the doors or 
away from the child's view where they are able to see activities that are taking place at home while they 
have online classes. Turn off the TV and keep the noise level low. Provide headphones for the child to 
have better focus while learning.  

3. Utilise timer 
Use a timer to schedule when and how much time your child will be working on each activity. For 
example, if your child can complete his math worksheet in 10 minutes, but needs to dedicate more time 
to his/her English , then set a time for 10 minutes of math, have a 5-minute break, then use the timer for 
45 minutes for the English task. The benefit of using timers to create your distance learning routine is it 
helps to create a sense of normalcy for your child since they are used to bells at school. 

4. Schedule a block of time 
Create your schedule first with scheduled meetings and due dates the teacher has set for the week. 
Then, set an hour or so block of time for each subject, assignment, lesson or project that needs to be 
worked on that day. Use your timer to indicate a start and end time. 

5. To get motivated to do school work: 
* Create daily goals that must be met. 
* Set small rewards for when those goals are met. 
* Schedule small study blocks. (For example, work for 15-30 minutes and then break.) 
* Allow breaks between study blocks. 
* Change up your view (and move around the house if feeling stuck!). 
* Set a cut-off time when homework must be completed each day. 
* Create visible calendars or lists and cross off items that are completed. 
  
Should you need further assistance, do get in touch with your child’s homeroom teachers and myself at 
kiranjeetk@tphs.edu.my  
  
  

Ms Kiran 

The Learning Support 

Teacher 
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Photo taken at Home
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We have come back to online lessons again and now it seems 
we are all getting better at it. The students of IP6 Riffle 
Beetle have continued to learn and master their digital skills.  

IP6 Riffle Beetle Celebration of Learning
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All children have made an effort to improve their writing skills and embrace new 
ways of reading books using online apps/websites.  

Year 6 Assessments 

During the assessments, I was as nervous as a 
cat. At the same time, I was excited to 

experience and try online exams. Although it was 
a complicated process because people had to 
unmute and some of their backgrounds were 

noisy, so it was hard to focus when there was a 
lot of background noise around the person. But 
after it was over, I was relieved and happy that 

assessments were finally over! 
~ Stella

My Experiences During The Exams 

I felt very nervous about having my first Year 6 
assessments online, but after I am through, I think I 
did it pretty well even though it was still able to test 

my knowledge during virtual learning and it was 
going to be some adventurous thing that I might 
never try on my own! I did face some difficulties 
during the test and they were mostly technical 
difficulties. The environment (home) was too 

comfortable and easy to get distracted. Overall, it 
was still good to take tests at home!  

~Jungmin

The students had their first 
ever online assessments last 
week in test condit ions 
created virtually at home. 
T h e y h a v e b e e n q u i t e 
adaptable and resilient in 
these conditions and did quite 
well for their first attempt 
at online assessments. 

Year 6 In Action 
  

This year is intense,  
Assignments are suspense! 

But we all have lots of un and feel joy, 
In all the learning we do, we enjoy! 

With lots of new things for us that each day is 
bringing,  

We find this year quite exciting! 
~Caitlyn

Continued from page 1.
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In the ongoing unit in IPC called ‘Existing, Endangered and Extinct!’, taking a few steps 
forward towards being responsible citizens, the students created miniature compost bins 
at home and discussed the positive impacts it can have on the environment. 

Continued from page 8.
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Celebrations in May 2021 
There are two major celebrations that we are 
celebrating in the month of May. These celebrations 
mean a lot to us especially this year. When the world 
is hit by Covid pandemic, it changes how we lead 
our lives. We are restricted in so many ways 
including interacting with our loved ones. Most of 
our pupils wholeheartedly expressed some 
heartwarming wishes on their DIY cards in 
conjunction of Mother’s Day and Hari Raya 
respectively. Here are some of their greeting cards.
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The students used a variety of lines 
to create a design. They required to 
use black fine point markers and or 

black gel ink pens  to complete 
their design.


Charis Lau Eng Tong Year 8 
Ginie Year 7 made a clock for 
Resistant Materials workshop 

using recyclable materials.


Students were able to 
demonstrate a process of tying 
and dying in the Textile room. 
 Teachers are evaluating outcomes.


The crew that sang “A 
MILLIONS DREAM SONG” in 

the last music workshop:


Sam Madi (Yr10)

Bryon Tok (Yr10)


Kartika Nur Rachma (Yr9)

Belle Chong (Yr9)


Hannee Batrisyia (Yr9)

Novel Pau (Yr9)


Lechelle Wong (Yr9)

Zachary Zidane (Yr9)

Nerys Chong (Yr 9)


Dandeline Hazel Bay (Yr 9)

Wu Jing Jie (Yr8)

Zeyna Zaini (Yr7)


Lee Doyheon (Yr7)

Balerie Khoo (Yr7)


Suzieana Azman (Yr7)

Sydney Truepschuch (Yr7) 


Louis Lee (Yr7)

Ooi Qian Ti (Yr7)


CREATIVE ARTS 
DEPARTMENT
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Digital Painting done in 
Graphic software/apps (Grace 

Yr11 and Kevin Yr10).


Preeti Sankar (Yr9 BAMBOO) is using 
Adobe fresco app in one-to-one apple 
program to produce digital artwork on 

iPad.
 Year 9 students  were able 
to apply their organizational 
skill and confidently use the 

Oven.


Coursework artworks collage 
compiled by Yr11 Art & 
Design (Grace, Shasha, 
Wang Xin and Evelyn)


Year 7 Food Technology students 
were able to confidently prepare the 

Couscous salad project


The students used magazine 
paper or Newspaper of their 

choice and glue to produce their 
collage showing depth, texture, 
contrast, and balance in their 

designs.

Continued from page 12.
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We are proud to congratulate our TK5 students (2020 cohort) who have achieved 
an average GPS (Gred Purata Sekolah) of 3.01 compared to the National average of 
4.80 and Sarawak state average of 5.08. (Note: The lower the number of GPS is, 
the better the performance) and a whopping 96.27% of students received grades 
from A+ to C.   In addition, 40-73% of our TPH students scored As in BM, English, 
Mathematics, History, Science, & Visual Arts. 

Our heartiest congratulations once again to all TK5 students (SPM 2020 cohort), 
and special mention to our top students: 
· Tarra Azahari Yeo (3A+, 3A, 2A-,1B+) 
· Myra Abdul Razak Tready (2A+, 3A, 2A-, 2B+) 
· Syed Ian Carliff Muqhrizz bin Wan Yusof Ascar (2A+, 2A, 3A-, 1B+,1C+) 
· Derick Liew Chee Hua (2A+, 4A, 1B+, 2B) 
· Edwin Bundan Anak Kunjang (2A, 3A-, 3B+, 1B) 
· Lia Rajemah Sharmainie binti Shah Minan (2A+, 2A, 4B+, 1B) 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all teachers and parents who have 
given their endless support and massive effort in ensuring that our students will 
thoroughly enjoy their education at Tunku Putra-HELP and they could succeed in 
the SPM examination.  We are so proud of all our students and are looking forward 
to hearing them achieve great things in their futures!

TUNKU PUTRA-HELP SCHOOL NEWSLETTER

CONGRATULATIONS 
TO OUR 2020 SPM GRADUATES
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Wishing all the Hard Working,  Loving 
Fathers out there a Very Happy Day! 

The positive role models and the real men. 
 The world appreciates you.  

I Love You Dad
Happy Father's Day  

19th June 2021
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